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ANKER payment paddle
The perfect solution for payment at a (safe) distance
Enabling payment despite social distancing or physical obstacles
Special checkout counters require special solutions. Not all checkout
counters allow close and easy customer contact. A drive-in business, food
truck or market stand, have completely different demands which have to be
fulfilled. If a customer prefers to pay with a card at a self-service-gas station
or for example drive-in, the distance between the counter window and car
might be a challenge: the payment terminal could be dropped during handover, possibly the customer may not even be able to get close enough to
the payment terminal and many other difficulties may occur. Especially for
these cases, ANKER has developed the payment paddle.

› Ideal for payment transactions that have
to be done at a (safe) distance
› Easy payment
› Inconvenient handing over is eliminated
› Suitable for payment terminal with or
without cable connection

Easy transaction at a distance
The paddle consists of a longer handle (for the checkout clerk) and a
shorter one for the customer. This way, inconvenient leaning out of
windows will be a thing of the past. The paddle is available for multiple
payment terminal currently available - no matter whether it is with or
without a cable. ANKER has considered all possible demands during its
development. The total length of the paddle is 44 cm. Other lengths are
available on request.
Fields of application
Night desks, fast food restaurant drive-ins, food trucks, market stands, in
general – every place where payment at a distance is an issue or required.
Models
44 cm (total length), weight 0,43 kg
68 cm (total length), weight 0,53 kg
other lengths on request
Suitable payment device
Ingenico iPP350 | iPP320 | iCT 250 | Desk/3500 | Desk/5000 |
Move/5000; Verifone VX820 | P400 | P400plus; CCV S300
Colour
Handle: brushed stainless steel
Mounting for payment terminal: RAL 7021 black grey/anthracite
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